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We provide theoretical and simulation analysis of the small signal response of SiO2/AlGaN/GaN
metal insulator semiconductor (MIS) capacitors from depletion to spill over region, where the
AlGaN/SiO2 interface is accumulated with free electrons. A lumped element model of the gate
stack, including the response of traps at the III-N/dielectric interface, is proposed and represented
in terms of equivalent parallel capacitance, Cp, and conductance, Gp. Cp -voltage and Gp -voltage
dependences are modelled taking into account bias dependent AlGaN barrier dynamic resistance
Rbr and the effective channel resistance. In particular, in the spill-over region, the drop of Cp with
the frequency increase can be explained even without taking into account the response of interface
traps, solely by considering the intrinsic response of the gate stack (i.e., no trap effects) and the
decrease of Rbr with the applied forward bias. Furthermore, we show the limitations of the conductance method for the evaluation of the density of interface traps, Dit, from the Gp/x vs. angular frequency x curves. A peak in Gp/x vs. x occurs even without traps, merely due to the intrinsic
frequency response of gate stack. Moreover, the amplitude of the Gp/x vs. x peak saturates at high
Dit, which can lead to underestimation of Dit. Understanding the complex interplay between the
intrinsic gate stack response and the effect of interface traps is relevant for the development of normally on and normally off MIS high electron mobility transistors with stable threshold voltage.
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4905945]
V

I. INTRODUCTION

GaN-based metal-insulator-semiconductor high-electronmobility transistors (MIS-HEMTs) are attractive candidates
for efficient power conversion due to low gate leakage current,
large gate voltage swing, and high mobility of the twodimensional electron gas (2DEG) channel.1–6 Despite the
advantages, MIS-HEMTs still suffer from threshold voltage
(Vth) instability under forward biasing conditions.7–9 The Vth
instability is mainly attributed to trapping phenomena occurring at the III-N/dielectric interface.7–9 This interface is
known to be affected by interface states with high density Dit,
where both donor-like and acceptor-like states may be
involved.7,10–13 Several methods have been applied to determine Dit. Capacitance techniques, measuring the capacitancevoltage (CV) hysteresis or the shape of the CV curve, are used
for trap density determination.3,4,7 Recently, stress-recovery
experiments were used to study the dynamics of capture and
emission from interface states and a broad distribution of time
constants has been found.8 It has also been pointed out that
due to the latter effect, the small signal alternative current (ac)
response and large signal slow drift phenomena are linked
together in CV analysis.9
On the other hand, in the spill-over regime, where a second conductive channel is formed at the III-N/dielectric
a)
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interface at forward gate bias, the onset of the second capacitance rise at the spillover voltage Vso is usually strongly frequency dependent.7,14 It has recently been shown that the
threshold voltage dynamics is governed not only by the capture
and emission processes of traps at/near the dielectric/III-N
interface but also by the effect of the conductance of the III-N
barrier.8 Yang et al. pointed out that the III-N barrier resistance
could influence the extracted trap density using the conductance technique.14 Therefore, they proposed to analyze the frequency and temperature dependence of Vso for the trap density
evaluation.
In this paper, we enhance the lumped element model
(LEM) analysis of Ref. 14 and provide an improved LEM
for the admittance of the MIS-HEMT gate stack taking into
account bias-dependent elements, with and without considering the response of traps. Using theoretical analysis and simulations, we show that, although the response of traps can
indeed shift Vso with frequency, the same phenomenon can
be alternatively explained by the intrinsic frequency
response of the gate stack (i.e., without considering the
response of traps) taking into account the voltage dependent
III-N barrier dynamic resistance (Rbr). We also analyze and
discuss limitations of conductance method to evaluate the
interface trap density in MIS-HEMTs. Our goal, using such
LEM analysis, is to provide physical insight into complex
interdependence between the intrinsic response of the gate
stack and effects of traps, showing that they can contribute
comparably to the total response. The paper is organized as
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematics of the studied MIS-structure; (b) LEM for the spill-over region without traps; (c) equivalent parallel capacitance Cp and conductance
Gp, (d) LEM for the entire bias regime; (e) LEM for the trap with single energy level and single time constant, (f) LEM for multiple defects, (g) LEM with
traps where the defect branch is given in parallel representation. Legend: Cox is the gate oxide/dielectrics, Cbr is the barrier capacitance, Rbr (Gbr) is the barrier
resistance (conductance), Cd is the depletion capacitance, Rc is channel resistance, Cs is the substrate capacitance, Ct,s and Gt,s are the serial representation of
frequency independent trap capacitance and conductance, respectively, Gbr,T is the barrier conductance in series to the trap, Ct,p and Gt,p are equivalent parallel
capacitance and conductance representations of the defect branch from (e), respectively.

follows: Sec. II presents device details and experiments.
Section III A gives analytical expressions for the equivalent
parallel capacitance Cp and conductance Gp and theoretical
analysis in the spill-over regime. Section III B presents LEM
and simulation of Cp-voltage (Cp-V) and Gp-voltage (Cp-V)
curves from depletion to spill-over region without traps.
Section III C presents the LEM with traps in the spill-over regime. The corresponding simulated Cp-V and Gp/x vs. angular frequency x dependences are given and discussed in
Sections III D and III E, respectively, followed by Sec. IV.
II. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND EXPERIMENTS

The heterostructure material is composed of the following layers from top to down: 25 nm Al0.25Ga0.75N, 1 nm AlN
spacer, 2 lm thick GaN channel/buffer layer, and AlGaN
nucleation layer grown by metal organic chemical vapor
deposition on highly doped silicon substrate, see Fig. 1(a). A
30 nm SiO2 layer was chemical vapor deposited on top of the
heterostructure, forming thus a MIS heterostructure capacitor, here shortly MIS structure. Capacitor top electrode is
from Pt/Au (area of 2000 lm2) and the back contact on Si
was achieved by Al alloying. The chip size of 2 cm2 assures
that the Si substrate to 2DEG capacitance, Cs, which is of the
order of 10 nF (see Fig. 1(a)), is much larger than the capacitance of the studied MIS capacitor, measuring thus the
response of the latter (since the structure is normally on the
2DEG spreads over the whole chip). Circular Schottky
diodes of the same area were also fabricated and characterized for the reference purpose. The CV analysis was performed with a Keithley 4200 using an equivalent parallel
capacitance/conductance model (see Fig. 1(c)). Due to existing Vth instabilities and interlinking of ac response and slow
drifts,9,15 the voltage sweep was performed several times for
each frequency for the same starting biasing conditions and
same time between the measurements. Thus some typical
behavior with quasi-stable hysteresis was repeatedly
observed in CV curves for particular frequency. So the effect

of slow recovery transients (i.e., initial threshold voltage
shift) can be disregarded, allowing us to assume that the
measured effect of frequency on CV curve dominates over
the slow drifts due to trapping. Typical remaining maximum
hysteresis between up and down sweeps for a sweeping rate
of 10 V/min was about 0.3 V.
The measured CV and conductance-voltage (GV) curves
from the depletion to the spill-over are given in Fig. 2; the
frequency is given as parameter. With the frequency
increase, the CV curves exhibit a shift in Vso to higher voltages. The capacitance values for the accumulation region
(i.e., 2DEG in the GaN channel) and in the spillover region
(V > Vso) approach the expected values of CoxCbr/(Cox þ Cbr)
and Cox, respectively. We also remark the existence of a conductance peak for all frequencies near Vth and for low frequency curves near Vso.

FIG. 2. Measured equivalent parallel capacitance Cp and conductance Gp as
a function of voltage for different frequencies. The plotted curves represent
a typical curve (up and down sweep) for a particular frequency. The conductance measurements at 20 kHz exhibiting large noise are at the limit of
accuracy.
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In order to find the bias-dependence of the AlGaN/SiO2
interface potential close to Vso, we performed a CV simulation using a Poisson solver based on Ref. 16, see Fig. 3. Vth
and Vso values were adjusted by varying the magnitude of
the positive fixed charge at the AlGaN/dielectric interface10
and the density of acceptor (i.e., negative when occupied by
electron) traps at the interface. The trap distribution was chosen narrow and close to the conduction band edge of AlGaN
in order, the Vth and Vso values in the simulated curves
approach those from the experiments. We consider the trap
occupancy follows the ac signal (i.e., low frequency limit).
The corresponding band diagram for different biases (inset
of Fig. 3) shows a potential pinning above Vso, see discussions below. As well, we would like to point out that in the
regime V  Vth (i.e., high density of 2DEG), there is negligible response of traps in the GaN buffer. These traps cannot
change their occupancy due to buffer potential shielding by
2DEG.9

J. Appl. Phys. 117, 024506 (2015)

Gp ¼

x2 C2ox Rbr
1 þ x2 R2br ðCox þ Cbr Þ2

Here, we consider a simplified small signal LEM of the
gate stack in the spill-over regime, without considering
the effect of traps. We consider a high conductivity of the
2DEG in GaN channel, acting as an ideal metal electrode.
Similarly like in Ref. 14, the model consists of the dielectric
capacitance, Cox, connected in series with the parallel combination of the small-signal resistance, Rbr (or conductance,
Gbr ¼ 1/Rbr), of the AlGaN barrier and the barrier capacitance, Cbr, see Fig. 1(b). The equivalent parallel capacitance,
Cp, and conductance, Gp, can be expressed as (see Fig. 1(c))


Cox 1 þ x2 R2br Cbr ðCox þ Cbr Þ
Cp ¼
;
(1)
1 þ x2 R2br ðCox þ Cbr Þ2

FIG. 3. CV curves simulated by a Poisson solver. Inset: Corresponding band
diagram with the voltage below (4 V) and above Vso (8 and 12 V). Eight
acceptor interface defect levels with the same density of 9  1010 cm2,
equally distributed in energy in the interval Ec(AlGaN)-0.1 eV to
Ec(AlGaN)-0.01 eV are considered to simulate a density of states.

(2)

It can be seen from (1) that in the low frequency limit (i.e.,
angular frequency x ! 0) Cp ! Cox, while for x ! 1, Cp
is a series combination of Cox and Cbr (i.e., Cp ¼ Cox*Cbr/
(Cox þ Cbr)). This frequency dependence occurs due to term
containing Rbr in (1) and can explain the drop of the capacitance with frequency above Vso in Fig. 2. Physically, the capacitance increase up to Cox in the spill-over regime occurs
due to the decrease of the barrier resistance Rbr (we consider
a bias dependent Rbr) or “short-circuiting” of the AlGaN barrier. Indeed, looking at (1), when Rbr ! 0 (i.e., high AlGaN
barrier transparency for electrons), then, Cp ¼ Cox, while for
Rbr ! 1 (i.e., low transparency) Cp ¼ Cox*Cbr/(Cox þ Cbr).
Importantly, for the case of a finite value of Rbr, a frequency
dispersion described above occurs, even without considering
the response of traps.
Furthermore, Gp as a function of Rbr peaks at

III. LUMPED ELEMENT MODELING
A. Qualitative analysis in the spill-over regime: No
traps

:

Rbr;max ¼

1
Gbr;max

¼

1
;
xðCox þ Cbr Þ

(3)

which is the basis of origin of conductance peak for low frequency observed near Vso in Fig. 2. As the forward bias
increases the barrier resistance, Rbr decreases from a high
value to a low value. At higher frequencies, Rbr is not sufficiently low (see (3)), so a peak in Gp does not appear (see
Fig. 2).
We call the frequency dispersion in (1) and (2), the
intrinsic response of the gate stack. In Sec. III B, we extend
the LEM to the whole bias region including 2DEG depletion.
B. CV and GV simulation in the whole bias regime: No
traps

Here, we propose an extended, still trap-free, gate stack
model covering the whole bias regime. Rigorously, the
regions below but also outside the gate should be treated as
distributed RC networks. For simplicity, we adapted the
treatment of Ref. 17 for the situation of MOSFET in inversion to our case of accumulation type MIS structure. We
replaced distributed substrate capacitance, channel resistances under the gate and outside-the-gate regions by a simple
parallel combination of depletion capacitance Cd (i.e., due
to 2DEG depletion below the gate) with serial connection
of the above-mentioned Cs and an effective channel resistance Rc (Fig. 1(d)). Although this is a rough, first order
approach,17 it provides a qualitative estimation of the effect
of 2DEG modulation to the total response for V  Vso. The
possible substrate resistance18 and transmission line effects17
are neglected. This is justified as we limit our analysis to frequency 1 MHz, the substrate is highly doped and the measured limiting values of capacitances (i.e., Cox and Cox*Cbr/
(Cox þ Cbr)) are consistent with the calculated ones from the
structure geometry and permittivity. Our LEM can also be
applied for structures with lateral Ohmic electrode, in which
Cs in Fig. 1(d) will be short-circuited.
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) shows the simulated equivalent Cp
and Gp for the model of Fig. 1(d), with bias dependent Rbr,
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FIG. 4. Numerical simulations (in MatlabT) of the equivalent parallel capacitance Cp (a) and conductance Gp (b) as a function of voltage with the frequency as parameter, for the case without traps. The voltage dependences of
Rbr and Rc, used as approximate fitting functions, are shown in (c);
Cox ¼ 2.06 pF, Cbr ¼ 6.44 pF, Cs ¼ 10 nF.

Rc, and Cd. The bias dependence of Rbr and Rc was simulated
with sigmoidal-like functions from a maximum to minimum
value, so that the experimental results in Fig. 2 are fitted
approximately. Correspondingly, the regions where Rbr and
Rc vary with bias are around Vth and Vso, respectively, see
Fig. 4(c). The lowest value of Rbr (i.e., the asymptotic value
at high forward bias) of 200 kX is chosen to be consistent
with the dynamic resistance dVg/dIg of the Schottky diode,
where Ig is the forward biased leakage current (120 nA at
Vg  0.7 V), which is related to the AlGaN barrier transparency above Vso. For a more detailed comparison, one would
need to consider a bias voltage rescaling in the MIS and
Schottky structures for the condition of the same band bending in the AlGaN barrier (i.e., the same transport via the barrier) and take the Ig value at this rescaled voltage value. The
minimal value of Rc is consistent with the value of sheet
resistance of the 2DEG of 500 X/ⵧ, which is a first order
comparison, not considering possible corrections for geometrical factors. For the bias dependence of Cd, we used a procedure proposed in Ref. 17 but the simulation shows that the
main features in Cp and Gp near Vth are mostly determined
by the bias dependence of Rc and not of Cd. We would like
to notice that for bias V  Vth (so 2DEG accumulation and
spill over regime), the frequency response of Cp and Gp are
not affected by the LEM parts composed of Cd, Rc, and Cs
for Rc < 1000 X and Cs > 1 nF.
The model can explain the following experimental
features:
(1) The shift in Vso in Cp(V) curve with the increased frequency, which is determined by the width of the transition
region in Rbr (compare Fig. 2 and Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)).
(2) The decrease in the capacitance plateau values at
V > Vso, which is due to finite value of Rbr for V > Vso.
(3) The small frequency dispersion in Cp(V) curves near Vth
and the finite capacitance value in depletion for V < Vth,
the former behavior being mainly due to Rc-related
effects.

J. Appl. Phys. 117, 024506 (2015)

(4) The peaks (both near Vth and Vso) and plateaus in Gp(V)
curves are also qualitatively reproduced but their absolute
values are underestimated. Analogously as Gp peak near
Vso is due to decrease of Rbr with bias (see Sec. III A), the
Gp peak near Vth is due to decrease of Rc with voltage
rise. The plateau values in conductance in the range
(7 V)–( 5 V) depend basically on the value of Rc and
are not influenced by the LEM of the AlGaN barrier. The
discrepancies between calculations and measurements in
terms of absolute values are attributed to model
simplifications.
(5) The frequency-induced shift of the onset voltage for the
conductance rise is also qualitatively in agreement with
experiments. The shape of the Gp-V curve for V > Vso
depends on the shape of the Rbr(V) function, but the
more exact extraction of Rbr(V) is beyond the scope of
this paper.
C. Lumped element model with traps

Here, we present a small-signal LEM of the gate stack,
including the response of the interface states, valid for the
spillover region. We do not consider the effect of channel
resistance, similarly as in Sec. III A. Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) show
the extension of model in Fig. 1(b) to the case of a single and
multiple trap levels, respectively. A small signal model of a
single defect level with a single trap time constant consists of
serial combination of frequency independent trap capacitance,
Ct,s, and conductance, Gt,s (the usual parallel representation of
the defect admittance uses frequency dependent elements)19
q2
f ð1  f ÞDit ;
kT
Ct;s
Gt;s ¼
st

Ct;s ¼ A

(4)
(5)

with Dit being the density of traps in cm2, A is the capacitor
area, f is the Fermi-Dirac defect occupancy factor dependent
basically on the defect energy position, st is the defect time
constant dependent on defect ionization energy and capture
cross section and f,19 q is the elementary charge, k is the
Boltzman constant, and T is the temperature. In the case of
multiple defect levels (Fig. 1(f)), st, Dit and f-factor will be
different for each serial branch in the LEM. In contrast to
model of Ref. 14, where the defect-related elements are in
series with the barrier capacitance and conductance, our
model considers a parallel combination of the AlGaN barrier
parameters with the defect branch. This is physically reasonable as for the limit of no interface states (i.e., Ct,s ¼ 0,
Gt,s ¼ 0), there is still remaining the intrinsic frequency
response due to the AlGaN barrier (see Sec. III A).
In order to take into account the finite, bias-dependent
barrier conductance at the lateral spatial positions of the
interface defect (i.e., in the interface plane), we consider a
barrier dynamical conductance Gbr,T in series with the defect
elements, see Fig. 1(e). For example, Lagger et al. suggested
that the barrier could act as rate limiter for the trapping.8
Consequently, the effective capture time constant can be
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given as st,eff ¼ st þ sbarrier.8 Looking at defect branch in
Fig. 1(e), it can be represented as
st;eff ¼ Cts  ð1=Gt;s þ 1=Gbr;T Þ;

(6)

where sbarrier ¼ Ct,s/Gbr,T is the barrier contribution to the
time constant.
Furthermore, for the case of multiple defects, Eqs. (4)
and (5) show that as the bias is swept, defects with different
energy positions will respond. In practice, we suppose that
only traps from a very limited energy region will respond at
forward bias. The bottom energy is limited to a moment,
where Gbr,T is sufficiently high so that the trap can start to
respond. The upper energy is limited by the pinning of the
interface potential above Vso, see Fig. 3. Looking at the band
diagram in Fig. 3 and making similarity to Si/SiO2 systems,20 it is possible that also localized states above the
AlGaN conduction band minimum, but within the SiO2 forbidden gap, can be involved in the response.
D. CV modeling with traps

Besides the Vso shift due to intrinsic response of the gate
stack, the traps can indeed influence the Vso shift.14 We took
LEM of Fig. 1(f) considering a continuous distribution of
traps and use (4) and (5) with f ¼ 0.5.19,21 For a proper modeling, we would need to know how the interface potential
depends on the applied forward bias. For simplicity, we consider a continuous trap density distribution over the applied
voltage range of 5–10 V. Due to bias dependence of Gbr,T, the
traps begin to respond only around Vso (see the discussion
above), so such a treatment is justified. The st value was chosen to be 1 ns so that the traps can respond to the ac signal.
Fig. 5 compares the frequency dependent CV curves for four
trap concentrations. Looking at the low frequency CV curve
(20 Hz) at Dit ¼ 5  1010 cm2, a small hump starts to be visible in the Cp-V curves due to the trap response. This can be
explained using the transformation of the defect-related

branch in Fig. 1(e) to an equivalent parallel representation19
with the capacitance Ct,p ¼ Ct,s/[1 þ (xseff)2] (see Fig. 1(g)).
At low frequencies, Ct,p  Ct,s and taking (4), one obtains
values of Ct,p  1.6 pF, which becomes comparable to
Cbr ¼ 6.44 pF; therefore, the trap response starts to be visible
in the total response. At concentration, Dit ¼ 2  1011 cm2,
Ct,p  Cbr, and the hump due to traps increases. For
Dit ¼ 1  1012 cm2 and higher the CV curve does not change
anymore with Dit, since Ct,p  Cbr and the trap response
therefore dominates (notice Cbr þ Ct,p is in series with Cox).
Importantly, the frequency shift of Vso toward higher bias can
be observed also for the case with traps. Although inclusion
of traps in the LEM can provide us another degree of freedom
in fitting the experiment of Fig. 2 better, such an analysis is
beyond the paper scope.
The above analysis indicates that there is complex interplay between the intrinsic response of the gate stack and the
response of traps. Both effects take place simultaneously and
results in comparable effects for the trap density of the order
of 1011 cm2. Our results could also explain why the second
capacitance onset is sometimes observed in the literature and
sometimes not. As the barrier dynamic resistance, Rbr is
strongly material and design dependent, the small-signal
response can differ from structure to structure. Different
transport processes through the AlGaN barrier like thermoionic emission, defect-assisted tunneling, conduction via
extended defects,… can prevail in different structures.8,22–26
Even if free electrons are accumulated at the III-N barrier/
dielectric interface, if the frequency and barrier resistance
are sufficiently high, the free electrons will not follow the ac
signal, meaning that there will be no electron exchange
between the 2DEG in GaN and the accumulated electrons at
the AlGaN/dielectric interface. As a result of such a nonequilibrium situation, one would measure series combination
of Cox and Cbr instead of Cox. For example, in the simple CV
and band diagram simulation based on Poisson solver given
in Fig. 3, an equilibrium condition is always established for
free carriers (i.e., constant Fermi-level assumption; electron
concentration in AlGaN follows the ac bias), as no constrain
is considered implicitly for the barrier conductivity. The
effect of finite barrier conductivity can only be incorporated
by considering additional kinetic equations.
E. Conductance modeling with traps

Taking into account, the LEM without traps from
Fig. 1(b), one can find that a peak occurs in the Gp/x dependence as a function of x at
xmax ¼

1
Rbr ðCox þ Cbr Þ

¼

Gbr
ðCox þ Cbr Þ

(7)

with Gp/x reaching the peak value
Gp =x
FIG. 5. Simulated Cp-V curves with frequency as parameter for four indicated trap densities. The data of (a) for Dit ¼ 0 are the same as in Fig. 4(a).
Values used in simulation: st ¼ 1 ns is the same for all traps, f ¼ 0.5,
Gbr,T(V) ¼ 4  Gbr(V), otherwise as in Fig. 4.


max

¼

1
C2ox
:
2 ðCox þ Cbr Þ

(8)

This maximum value in (8) is independent of Rbr (or 1/Gbr)
and is of the order of Cox, which is crucial for further discussion of the effect of traps.
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In the following, the Gp/x vs. x for the LEM with one
type of trap level (i.e., model of Fig. 1(e)) is analyzed
numerically since the full analytical solution is cumbersome.
For the simplicity, we consider the trap energy is located at
the Fermi level, i.e., f ¼ 0.5 in (4). Like in Sec. III D, the st
value is chosen to be 1 ns so that the trap responds to the ac
signal. Fig. 6(a) shows 2D “amplitude” plot of Gp/x as a
function of x and Dit. Cross-sections of Gp/x vs. x with Dit
as parameter are given in Fig. 6(b). For Dit < 1  109 cm2,
one observes one peak at xmax,1 ¼ Gbr/(Cbr þ Cox), see (7).
At high Dit (practically for Dit > 1012 cm2), there is again
one peak at xmax,2 ¼ (Gbr þ Gbr,T)/(Cbr þ Cox). This can be
easily understood as for Dit ! 1, Ct,s, and Gt,s go to infinity
too. The elements in the defect branch in the schematics of
Fig. 1(e) will thus reduce to Gbr,T, meaning that the branch
will have pure conductive nature (i.e., no imaginary component). In this case, the conductances Gbr and Gbr,T in
Fig. 1(e) will sum and one can use the same Eqs. (7) and (8)
to express xmax and (Gp/x)max, respectively. In both cases of
Dit ! 0 and Dit ! 1, the maximum value of the Gp/x peak
reaches the value determined by (8), see Fig. 6(b). In the intermediate case, i.e., for finite Dit, two peaks or a peak with a
shoulder can encounter in Gp/x vs. x dependence, with the
Gp/x peak value lower than (8). Our simulations also show
that changing st or Gbr,T does not change qualitatively the
above features.
The analysis above shows that the direct use of Gp/x
value for determination of defect density at the AlGaN/
dielectric interface is not suited for MIS-HEMTs. We

FIG. 6. (a) Two-dimensional plot of Gp/x as a function of Dit and frequency
showing two main peaks in the distribution. (b) Dependence of Gp/x vs. frequency with defect density Dit as parameter. The maximum value (Gp/x)max
is indicated. Values used for simulation: Rbr ¼ 1/Gbr ¼ 200 kX, Gbr,T ¼ 20 lS,
st ¼ 1 ns, f ¼ 0.5, otherwise as in Fig. 4.
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emphasize that (Gp/x)max does not scale linearly with Dit
(see Fig. 6(b)) and that the saturation occurs at the limiting
value of (8), which leads to underestimation of the defect
densities, in accordance to Ref. 14. Even in the case of
Dit ¼ 0, one obtains a conductance peak due to the intrinsic
barrier response. So for the proper evaluation of the interface
state density in MIS-HEMTs from the conductance measurement, it would be necessary to make a complex deembedding of the trap response from the barrier response.
Such a de-embedding procedure does exist for the case of
pure MOSFETs,19,27 where the channel electrons are in contact with the interface states but not yet for the MIS-HEMTs.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a theoretical analysis and first order
evaluation of admittance in the case of MIS-HEMT gate
stack taking into account both the voltage-dependent barrier
resistance and trap effects. Using a LEM, we have found a
complex interdependence between the intrinsic response of
the gate stack and the contribution of traps, which can lead
to comparable effects, both in capacitance and conductance.
In particular, the frequency-induced shift in the second onset
in CV curve in the spill-over regime can be alternatively
explained by the intrinsic frequency response of the gate
stack using a bias-dependent AlGaN barrier resistance Rbr,
without considering the effect of traps. This has to be taken
into account in the trap extraction from the shift in Vso. The
trap density extraction from the shift in Vth or using stressrecovery experiments8 is however appropriate. Furthermore,
the conductance also depends in a complex way on barrier
resistance and trap density and the maximum value of Gp/x
is limited to the order of Cox, independent of defect density.
Therefore, without the correction to Cox, Cbr, and Rbr, the
direct use of Gp/x peak value for trap density evaluation can
lead to underestimation of Dit values, which is in accordance
with Ref. 14. Moreover, the conductance peak appears even
without traps, just due to the intrinsic gate stack response.
Because of this complexity and the above saturation of
(Gp/x)max value, we think that the conductance method is of
little use for trap density evaluation in MIS-HEMTs unless
special de-embedding methods are developed. The conductance method can however be used for trap evaluation in true
GaN MISFETs (or MOSFETs), where the electron channel
is in direct contact to interface traps.18,24,27 We believe that
our work is a basis for future works clarifying the complex
interplay between the small-signal response of the AlGaN
barrier and the traps in MIS-HEMTs, where more complex
models of the gate stack with traps can be employed. Using
such models, the voltage dependence of Rbr could be
extracted from experiments using complex fitting procedures. This might give the opportunity to compare transport
properties of different III-N barriers leading to MIS-HEMT
optimization. Without assuring that it is principally possible,
we also want to point out that the stability of the threshold
voltage can be achieved by (i) decreasing the density of
interface states or shifting their response either to very short
(immediate response, fast capture and emission) or very
large (no response, no carrier capture) time scale and/or (ii)
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simultaneous increase in Vso above the maximum applied
gate voltage and having negligible barrier conductivity
below Vso, i.e., no available electrons for capturing at the
AlGaN/dielectric interface.
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